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GREEK EPIC

Epic poetry, always associated in the mind of Western man
the two homeric poems, the Iliad and the OdLissey, is both

reckoned as the oldest and also ranked highest of the Greek literary
types (being the first listed in Aristotle's (2n the Art of Poetm,
chap, 1). It is still largely through the Poetics, or, On thr Art
of Poets/, that the main poetic 'kinds' are distinguished through
all European literatures as Tragedy and Comedy, Epic and Lyric.
Aristotle's generic names are today in constant use and their
original meanings must be considered in the critical judgement of
much later works and also of that of later kinds unknown to
Aristotle, such as the medieval verse Romance, - even if only to
point the difference in their newer form and character,

EPOS

In Greek Pros meantword; then a 'speech' or 'tale'; a song'
and finally, a heroic poem, or, if it is clearer, 'a long serious
narrative poem about a hero and his herioc companions, often set
in a past that is imagined as greater than the present.' Long after
Homeric tines the literary tradition of Eastern Mediterranean
proto-history prevailed and so Virgil and many medieval authors felt
impelled ro discuss the consequences of the fall of Troy - as in the
Roman Hone cti,or in fourteenth century Middle English literature
where the poet, formally the author of the long alliterative romance,

	

H e	 ,Yhe	 A'nl:,nt, begins his work with reference to
Lombardy and Britain being founded by survivors from the destruction
of TroNi_ Evan where poets departed from a part classical mould,
scholars hive easily been able to show the Graeco-Roman influence
on such di\erse texts as ,e0701?7f, The Song of Roland, the 1-44s-1-ads
or Panodico :Jost. Indeed, most of these poets invoke classical
muses and authorities, much 3S does klenry Fielding in more derisive
vein in his Ton Jones (v. infra). But to return to the evolution of
'western epic'.

ARTSTOTLE

As Aristotle indicated, and as most early examples illustrate,
an epic is a narrative poem (Chap. 23), large in effect, characters,
events and setting ('grandeur', Chap. 24, is Aristotle's term).
The epic scale of being, character and theme transcends at every
point those of everyday life. Apparently ordinary or trivial
incidents, (e.g. dressing, undressing, arming a hero, eating, etc.)
are preserted in leisurely fashion and with considerable embroidery
and detail, so that they take on both dignity and importance because
they

I
are symbolic parts of an existence much more ample than our

	

own.	 Nor does the chief character or hero stand alone, but rather
has he both fellows of like stature and foes of competing grandeur,
whose overthrowal is a mighty task. Indeed, the hero often has
superhuman or divine traits - in Homer's Iliad the hero, Achilles,

1.	 What Aristotle called 'noble actions - of noble personages'
(Chap. 4)
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is the son of a goddess, while in the much later Paradise Lost
the characters are God the Father, Christ, angels, Adam and Eve.

EPIC SETTING

The natural and expected setting for an epic is a time
(somewhat) antecedent which is regarded as one,unlike the present,
notable for peculiar and symbolic greatness of achievement
and for the pristine ('good old') virtues. This heroic time for
the Greeks - and for various Renaissance epic poets - is
legendary ,

 i 2
e. a time that 'deserves to be read about and

understood', a conception echoed by John Milton who wished his
poem to be'doctrinal and exemplary to a nation' and

Sad task, yet argument
Not less but more Heroic than the wrauth
Of stern Achilles on his Foe pursu'd
Thrice fugitive about Troy Wall; or rage
Of Turnus for Lavinia disespoused,

(Paradise Lost, IX, 11.13, ff.)3

This remoteness of time and place - since the events
are both explanatory' of and challenging to later history - is a
mark of the epic. This remoteness also bestows a freedom in the
recension or fresh treatment of epic content (the historical and
traditional or legendary matter), so that in the Chanson de
Roland a minor matter, namely a rearguard sk4rmish, can become the
central episode and laden with significance.

SIMPLE ACTION

The action is usually simple, as Aristotle stressed:

'The construction of the story
should be based on a single action,
one that is complete in itself .. so as to .
produce its own proper pleasure.'

(Chap. 23)

2. This is the active and culturally dynamic meaning of
legendary, i.e. from the old Latin gerundive, 'requiring
to be ...'

3. These lines challenge comparison with Homer's Iliad and
Virgil's Aeneid, in which Turnus, who wishes to marry
Lavinia, is the adversary whom Aeneas must vanquish in
order to found the Roman state.

4. 'Homer did not attempt to deal even with the Trojan war in
its entirety ... he has singled out one section of the whole
... however he brings in other episodes to relieve the
uniformity of his narrative.' (Aristotle, Chap. 23)
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The narrative is often begun 'in the middle of things' (ln mediao

P:28)	 will the hero at his lowest fortune, and it later tells
the earliel portions of the larger encompassing story. The
poet appeals conventionally :o the Muses for assistance, asking
them wha t st	 cd t h e action ;t1.30. 'epic question'). The introduction
of the supernatural characte r s - has had much attention in the
theory of the epic, chiefly because of the considerable part played
by the gods in Homer and	 These figures (usually called the
'machinery' as in Greek drama) are often active in the story,
helping the heroes, as they are even made to do in Camoens epic
of fifteenth century Portuge s e voyaging. There is also, frequently,
a journey to the underworld or realm of death from which awesome
and ominous Intelligence is derived. The supernatural dimension,
which is orl y perhaps simila-e-ly sublime in the early Greek. tragedies
of Aeschyli s, reaches its peak in Paralioe Loot; where all the
characters encept Adam and Eve are supernatural beings.

KNOWN STORI

Conventionally in ail epic the story is known and the
original aLdience would not have allowed excessive change. Whether
we accept the theory that the oldest epics are an outgrowth from
several of the earlier short heroic pieces

6
 or 'lays', each of which

is held to contain an episode originally distinct from a corpus
of material, available to the poet or bard for oral recital,
throughout the development o-f the epic mode, heroes and their
deeds have been chosen for celebration because of their enduring
fame among men. Change of material is frowned on and 'invention'
is restricted to its ancient meaning as in pentio, or reclustering
the material, shifting the order and the stress, to elaborating
or varying of the details. The poet's powers are not applied to
the making of a story, but rather to giving epic treatment to a
famous story and to selecting and ordering from among the
conventional devices which were both available to him and also
expected by his audience.

Ccmpnre the sylphs and Ariel in the mock-heroic poem
The kare of the Loch.

6. See such books as: W. J. Woodhouse, The Composition of
F6WCP 1 8 Odysey (1930)

H.M. Chadwick, The Heroic Aqe (1926);
C.M. Bowra, Heroic Poetr!! (1952); and
W.M. Hart, Ballad and Epic: A Study in the
Development of the Narrative Art (1907;1967)

7. This last terminology is often used loosely of a late colonial
period of a modern country's development, cp. The Wetepn: A
Collection of Critical Essays (1979), ed. James K. Folsom.
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MEANING OF EPIC AS CRITICAL TERM

The term 'epic' is used in three very different ways, -
either (i) narrowly to refer to 'primary', or 'oral', or 'primitive'
epic; or (ii) to 'secondary' or 'literary' epic poems; or (iii)
finally when taking into consideration the whole range of writing
which might be called epic, concentrating either on a hero or
a civilization.	 After the rise of mock epic in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries there have appeared in modern times
epic novels, epic theatre and various modern epic poems. The
concern of this survey is, specifically, with the way epic
developed, and specifically how it was understood and written in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

**********

Oral epic - if we may use the terminology of neo-romantic
criticism - is that form of epic originally handed down by word of
mouth, anonymous and largely concerned with entertainment of a
courtly assembly who hear it recited. Examples of the primary
epic are Homer's Iliad and gdyssey, as well as the anonymous Old
English epic poem, Beowulf.	 The poet of the primary epic has been
defined as

a bard who speaks impersonally as the
voice of the community, whereas the poet
of the secondary epic 9 commonly has
more individuality.

Yet, although Homer is not introspective,he does use historical
material for his own ends, and we realize that the background of
his Iliad is equally the fall of a great civilization. Similarly
the Beowulf poet is celebrating the passing of the old heroes,
as is indicated by the poem's opening lines:

'Lo, we have heard of the glory of the
Kings of the Spear - Danes in days of
yore - how those princes did valorous
deeds.'	 (11. 1-3)

7. This last terminology is often used loosely of a late
colonial period of a modern country's development, cp.
The Western: A Collection of Critical Essays (1979),
ed. James K. Folsom.

8. Modern criticism has queried the classification, particularly
since J.R.R. Tolkien in his famous essay, Beowulf: The
Monsters and the Critics (1936), stressed that

'Beowulf is not an 'epic', not even a magnified 'lay',
if we must have a term, we should choose rather

'elegy'.
9. Perhaps the best survey of European secondary epic, and one

which underscores the element of regret and even elegy, is
C.M. Bowra's From Virgil to Milton.
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Both poems have in common that they are the products of an
'Heroic age', i.e. one when virtue is largely identified with
strength, and when bards are of quality in so far as they concentrate
all their energies in singing of this virtue.

PRIMITIVE EPIC

While the primitive epic need not necessarily be long,
it must be large in its concept and its grandeur, concerned with
patriotism and martial valour, and must be the product of societies
organised around a strong military code and determined to survive
in an age of constant raids and invasions. As C.S. Lewis said
well in his A Preface to Paradise Lost (1942),

'Primary epic is not (just) to be identified
with "oral poetry of the heroic age", or
even with "oral concept poetry". It is one
of the different kinds of poetry heard in
a heroic court - it is a poetry about
nobles, made for nobles, and performed
on occasion by n631es. ; (pp.13-15)

In the rest of his third chapter ('Primary Epic') Lewis stresses:
its preoccupattp with honour; its exclusive attention to the
life of courts; its interest in etiquette and in genealogy; and
'its festal, aristocratic, public, ceremonial tone' (p.l8).

PRIMARY -.EPIC

The technique of primary epic (the theme of Lewis's
fourth chapter) is equall-5, distinctive. In structure, apart from
the early Yugoslav epics which are broken into stanzas, the
epic is presented with uniform linesothile its diction is rich in
stock or 'static' epithets (e.g. Homer's recurring "rosy-fingered
dawn"), circumlocutions (like the Geppanic kenning, such as
'swan's road' for 'sea'), name lists, recurrent formulas and
repeated lines, while speeches often occupy a considerable portion
of the poem. All of these devices not only afforded the hearers
pleasure by their formal style and familiarity but also helped the
poet conpose and keep his material in mind,

10. One of the most useful ways to read Pope's Rape of the
Lock is to regard it as an investigation of feminine
(social) honour and of masculine identity honour or
vanity.

11. Thus the Germanic Catalogue poem of Old English,
Widsi6, has many mnemonic associations of personal and
ethnic names.
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Other features of these early epics which were continued
in their lineal descendants include: the events of other years
being narrated (as by Odysseus at the Phaecian court); and the
action concentrated in a few scenes, with the intervals covered
in brief compass. Thus the niad,despite its retrospective
glances, covers forty nine days, twenty one of these being in
Book One, and the remaining twenty eight in Books Two to Twenty
Four. The first part of Beowulf takes five days; some fifty
years pass; and most of the second part of the poem happens in
a single day.

NON INDO-EUROPEAN EPIC

Interestingly the non-European epics manifest the same
qualities, such as the Acadian epic, Gilgamesh, of the late
third millenium B.C., the even earlier Sumerian epic tales, or the
two great epics of India, one of which, the Mahabharata,
attributed to a legendary Vyasa, grew through various poets into
100,000 stanzas of the 'loka metre, over eight times the length
of the Odyssey and the Iliad combined. As J. T. Shipley pointed
out when discussing the Indian and Sanskrit epics,

In their mingling of myth, legend and history,
and their building of minor events to heroic
proportions, the Eastern epics - whether of
personal romance and battle of heroes
and gods, of creation myths and religion, or
of more didactic end - resemble those
of the Western world.(J. T. Shipley, ed.
Encyclopedia of Literature (1946))

***********

DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY

Dante's Divine Comedy, although often called an epic,
is radically different from those works produced in antiquity
and is strikingly modern in various ways. The poem has no hero
and the chief character is the poet himself who speaks in the first
person throughout, in a manner more akin to the dream vision mode
best represented in English by the fourteenth century Vision of
Piers Plowman by William Langland. Further, the poet's journey,
which comprises the narrative, is merely a device to enable him
to mark out the world to which we will go when we die, or, some
moderns might say, in which we live already. Thus the epic device
of the hero's descent into hell had become the whole poem. Its
didactism, albeit Christian, is akin to the informative style of
the early Greek agricultural treatise, The Works and Days, by
Hesiod.
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SECONDARY EPIC

As 5oth Lewis and Bc ,wra explain - in their survey
sections o l'refe 1-o Paradi,se Loot (1942) and From Virgil
:1-1.11;on (19 ,+5) - secondary epic for the Western literary tradition,
must alway3 be associated with Virgil's Aeneid, a work which
'has altered the very meaning of the word epic', (Lewis, op.cit.,

p.32). Iii solution to the problem of the desire of the Romans for
a great po em both to rival the Iliad and to really express and
satisfy th an Roman spirit was to take a single national legend
and to treat it in such a way that we feel the vaster theme of the
whole destiny of Rome and almost cosmic issues to be somehow
implicit in it. As Lewis shrewdly observed.

(Virgil) must locate his action in a
legendary past and yet make us feel
the present and the intervening centuries,
already foreshadowed. After Virgil and
Iv ilton, this procedure seems obvious
enough. But it is obvious only because
a great poet faced with an all but
insoluble problem, discovered this answer
End with it discovered new possibilities
for poetry itself (op.cit. p.33).

AKVEID - AND SHAW)

Any careful analysis of the opening lines of the Aeneid
will make clear how a comparatively simple story is widened out
to give us the illusion of having lived through a great space of
time, since the story refers to Carthage as 'an ancient city', and
there had been hope for it of 'empire of the earth'. An older
war is recalled and 'Juno's Argives at the walls of Troy' so that the
story is =lowly moved back into an even remoter past. Further, the
heroes whose adventures we will follow are the 'remnants' of some
earlier s-)cial order, and hunted 'around every sea'. All of this
opening part of Book Z (11. 1-33) makes abundantly clear the great
burden of duty, the vocation of these storm-tossed survivors and
their years of suffering, as they sought, not, like Odysseus, to
get home from Troy,but 'in order that the city (Rome) might be founded.'

This treatment of enlargement operates at many levels and in
a variety of ways, perhaps most significantly when Aeneas in the
eighth book visits what will be the site of Rome. Further, the
whole is shot through with illustrations of pietas, 'thereverence
necessarily clue to age and to the intended plan of the gods for
the Roman state to be'. Yet the epic is concerned with battle by
a hero --its first: words in English, 'Of arms and the hero, 	 I sing,
who - l ave. echoed in the tile of Bernard Shaw's play, Arrr:a and the
167n. As Lewis stresses of Virgil with his usual mixture of acumen

12.	 Shaw, too, sings about another and very different type
hero, one conc?rned above all to survive.
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and of over-statement -

In making his one legend symbolical of
the destiny of Rome, he has, willy-nilly,
symbolized the destiny of Man. His poem
is 'great' is a sense in which no poem
of the same type as the Iliad, can ever
be great. ... If we are to have another
epic it must go on from Virgil. Any
return to the merely heroic, any lay, however
good, that tells merely of brave men
fighting to save their lives or get home
or to avenge their kinsmen, will now be
an anachronism.	 The explicitly
religions subject for any future epic
has been dictated by Virgil. (p.38)

This moral concern for one's country and its destiny is to be re-
echoed by poets as different as Spenser and Milton.

****'A'****

RENAISSANCE EPIC

While the epic as a form was largely superceded during
the Middle Ages - for only Dante's Comedy could be called an epic
of granduer written in a vernacular language - the debt of the
Renaissance epics to classical epics is both widespread and deep.
These vernacular epics may be held to fall into four categories,
according to their subject matter and the type of classical
influence which they reflect.

I: direct imitation of classical epic, as in de
Ronsard's unfinished The Francia2 (La Franciade),
four books of which were published in 1572. This
was a copy of the Aeneid telling again how
Aeneas escaped from Troy, to found Rome.

II: epics on comtemporary heroic adventures, largely
written in the classical mould. The best known
of these, Os Lusiadas, the Portugese The Sons of
Lusus, by Luis de Camoens (1524-1580) was also
published in 1572, and tells the story of Vasco
da Gama's exploration of east Africa and the
East Indies. Although Camoens had himself been
an explorer in the Far East, and his poem is concerned
to express the great issues and the powerful
experiences of his own times, and his true subject
is Portugal, his work is closely classical in style,
incident and background.
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III: romantic epics c) mediaeval chivalry, with considerable
classical influence. These works were a blend of:
chronicle of knihtly adventure of a former time;
romantic love story in the mediaeval manner; and
Graeco-Roman embellishments of all kinds. Three of
these poems were by Lodovico Ariosto (1474-1533),
Edmund Spenser (1552-1599), and Torquato Tasso
(1544-1595). Th?_ first Orlando Purloso (The Madness
of Roland), published in 1516, tells of the adventures
in love and war of Roland and other champions in a

period which is roughly that which saw the invasion
of France by the Saracens and their defeat by
Charles Matte !_ . The second, The Faerie Queene, of
which six full books and a part of the seventh
exist, out of a planned twelve, tells in each of these
parts an adventure of chivalry, linked with Arthur's
Round Table,which exemplifies one moral virtue. While
the work followed the method of Ariosto in its form,
its moral tone and many other aspects followed Homer
and Virgil. The third was Cerwalemme Liberata (The
Liberation of Jerusalem) which tells of the first
Crusade (1095 A.D.) in highly romantic terms, concentrating
on the attempts by the devil to prevent the Crusaders
from capturing Jerusalem. The motivation of the poet
was a contemporary one, the need for chivalrous and
heroic virtues in the battle against the heathen.
While Tasso's work resembled Ariosto's in various
external details, it was distinct in one essential
aspect, the introduction of Christian doctrine and
of the Christiar.. supernatural. The last of these epics
is a transitional poem, preparing us for the final
group.

IV: Christian religious epics, on subjects from Jewish
and Christian history and myth, but ordered in
classical fashion. Both of the poems Paradise Lost
(1667) and Paradise Regained (1671) by John Milton
(1608-1675), told, in twelve and four books respectively,
of the Fall of the Angels and of Man, and of the
temptation of Jesus in the wilderness.

CONTEMPORARY THEME

Although Camoens, Tasso and Milton each wished to celebrate
the great issues of their own countries and times, none really
found a congenial contemporary theme. Each wished to celebrate
a stage in the development of his own country, even as Virgil
has done fcr what he saw as :he Golden Age of Rome. Thus Camoens
was concerred with Portugal and the Portugese character, while
Tasso was moved by the need for chivalry and heroism in the wars
against the heathen, which virtues he set at an earlier time in the
behaviour of an ancestor of AS own patron. Similarly Milton's
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great epic may be seen as a tribute to the glorious time of
achievement of Cromwell and of the Commonwealth, an ethic
already blurring and discredited before he finished his epic. As
Sir Maurice Bowra observed shrewdly:

Paradise Lost is a transcendental dramatisation of the
Puritan spirit. Milton transposes to a vast stage,
to the whole of space and the whole of time, the
qualities, the conflicts and the ideals which stirred
him. To give a proper scale to his subject, to show
how important and universal it is, he goes back to
the beginning of time and connects the Fall of the Angels
and of Man with the difficulties which met him in his
own days.
(C.M. Bowra, From Virgil to Milton (1948), p.16)

RELATION TO THE PAST

All these three poets add grandeur and complexity to a
contemporary theme by relating their story to the past and
explaining the present ideals from their remote origins and so
creating a unity to history and an illustration of how certain
fundamental facets of behaviour, idealism, and belief remain
unchanged. Thus it is that secondary or literary epics are no longer
content to present individuals as such, but rather to focus on
a symbolic and idealistic central figure who stands for something
other and greater. Thus, as Aeneas stood for a Rome aware of its
responsibilities and its destiny, so Vasco da Gama became a symbol
of Portugal and Tasso's Coffredo stood for Christian chivalry and
the Renaissance ideals of self-realization, as well as an ideal
of obedience, being concerned

to find in the vision of a united Christendom
a sphere for true heroism (Bowra, op.cit., p.30).

Similarly Milton made his Adam stand for the whole of mankind,
to be an illustration for all both of what men ought to be, as well
as by his behaviour an illustration the mistakes in conduct which
should be identified and never forgotten.

As these poems make very clear, the writers of literary
or secondary epic were less concerned with individual heroism
than with the political and moral stability of their own
societies, a necessary 'centralism', if you wish, of their peoples.
All the Renaissance epic poets would agree with Dryden's account of
the herioc poem -

The design of it is to form the mind
to heroic virtue by example; 'tis conveyed
in verse that may delight, while it
instructs.
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All makers et a secondary epic have a didactic and moral intent -
to explain the purposes of fa;:e, the destiny of their own country,
or as in Milton's case, the workings of External Providence.

STYLE FOR SECONDARY EPIC

Although secondary epic followed formally many of the
devices of oral epic, its styLe had always presented problems,
as C.S. Lewis stressed in his seventh and eighth chapters, his
linking of the manner of Virgil and of Milton

'TLe Secondary epic aims at even higher
solemnity than the P-L'imary; but it has lost
all those external aids to solemnity which the
Primary enjoyed. There is no robed and garlanded
aoidos, no altar, no: even a feast in the hall -
only a private person reading a book ... Yet
somehow or other, that private person must be
made to feel that he is assisting at an august
ritual, for if he does not, he will not be
receptive of the true epic exhilaration.'
(or.c. p.39)

Every one of the features of :his style have been damned by critics
in subsequert times, particularly from the mid twentieth century on,
because of its, 'being just what it intends to be and ought to be'
(ibid). Levis goes on to define what constitutes this manner -

1_ 'the use of slightly unfamiliar words, and
constructions, including archaisms';

2. 'the use of proper names, not solely nor chiefly
for their sound, but because they are names of
splendid, remote, terrible, voluptous, or
celebrated things	 there to encourage a sweep
of the reader's eye over the richness and variety
of the world';

and
3. 'continued allusion to all the sources of heightened

interest in our sense experience (light, darkness,
storm, flowers, jewels, sexual love and the like)
but all over - topped and "managed"with an air of
magnanimous austerity,'

the whole giving
'the feeling of sensual excitement without, surrender
of relaxation, 0-1' the extremely tonic, yet also
extremely rich quality of our experience while we
read'.	 (pp,39-40).

)1c.',A.,,A********
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DESTINY AND CONSCIENCE

In addition to the increased importance of the forces of
destiny and the stress on vocation and service, secondary epic is
particularly concerned with the higher justice as opposed to
human or social justice, and the personages of later epic thirst
for its consolation. The oldest form of justice, the redress of

0 .
grievances through retaliation and the exacting of vengeance	 is
followed by the legal adjustment of conflict and the restoration
of social harmony, in accordance with divine law. As often,
divine law has set up a chain of being (Tillyard's phrase), or
ranking system of responsibilities, both upwards and downwards,
for all mankind. In all such societies, as we are told in Plato's
Republic, justice may consist very largely in every man's fitting
into his ordained rank and doing his own appropriate task. But
above this was the higher justice, an attribute of God and
manifested in the workings of the universe, in the flux of
history, and in man's conscience. Then, too, God, or Fate, would
correct earthly injustices outside time. In Christian epic
it was not forgotten that God would ultimately judge sin and
righteousness among both the living and the dead, but the full
beauty of his holiness was to be revealed in his mercy, not by
his 'justice'.

While it is not in the tenor of our time to grant
universal assent to the higher justice of a divinity who protects
his people, informs conscience, corrects inequities, sets up
absolute laws, confers inalienable rights, and dispenses mercy,
most Renaissance epics are built on such tenets, as is Paradise Lost
in all save certain oddly political portions of its text.
Christian epics were built on concepts not merely of social good,
as in Aristotle's Nichomac-h(2an Ethics, but of the fidelity of
God to his covenant with his people. In order that the people
too might be just he had given them, as he had the ancient Jews,
a code of laws to govern their relationships with him and among
themselves.

RESPONSIBILITY

Associated with this notion of divine justice is the
understanding of the individual man's auctoritas (personal
responsibility and social duty), as opposed to the manipulative
use of secular power. This social and political aspect of
(medieval) Christian man was still respected at least up to the
late eighteenth century and the revolutions which then occurred.
Before that the style of life of the rulers of society, the high
culture associated with those rulers was not challenged.For society was

13.	 Such as is found in the Iliad and in the Icelandic family
sagas.
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toosegregat2dically and territorially For most men to keep
to their	 0,0-ces and the state of life to which it had
plenscd	 -et in the •mia seventeenth century
among 	 I s c ccle, ls well as mare generally in the nineteenth
century, rhc . f,; arosegroups who:

tFough they might dissent from the religion. of their
betters in that they worshipped God in chapel rather
than in church	 and might dissociate themselves
From the sexual	 of the aristocracy ... looked
up to the higher culture of their betters ...
achowleding iLs worthiness, (Lord Annan, The
[172")CY0 rf can r)1(1. Cal Lure, 1966, p.7).

Traditioc,	 cao,---;od so many to pay deep respect to the rituals

and forms, pf tar- past and th,2 tradition-directed man was everywhere,
content to inonta his behaviour on the customs and habits of his
ancestors, rather than on e x perience. Authority and known codes
of behaviour were formative in the process of establishing one's own
social, -norL . 1 and spiritual identity.

**************

CLASSICAL INF JJENCFS

Classical influences in all the Renaissance epic poems
is pervading and constitutes, one of the main presuppositions
without which they cannot be understood. In several of them
mediaeval ideals are quite Ls strong,,vad Milton himself at first
thoughto •driting on Arthurian themes' his great poem that would
be the culnination of his life's work and present the highest
'arguments'	 Bat in the sonnet of his twenty-third year he had
referred tr)

that same lot, however mean or high,
Toward which Time leads me, and the will of Heaven;
Ail is. if f have g race to use it so,
A3 ever in m y great Task-Master's eye.'

And finalli he had decided and applied myself to that resolution
which ArThsth 'Followed	 that 'being a Christian, might do for
mine' (P2'	 Wcyd: (Bohn) II, 478).

Tice final work appeared in twelve books, the
15
 same number

14. These themes are referred to in the Latin verses of
'Maisus',	 pert of Milton's (?ilvae:

Siquando indigenes revocabo in carmina reges,
Arturumque etiam sub terri.s bella moventem,
e afer i shall revive into verse our native kings, and

AFtlur , was, np, war in the world below'
15. 77('	 wns also planned in twelve books.
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as the Aenold, each semi-independent and carefully balanced,
in many small details as well as its larger structure following
its Latin model. Being a Christian epic, its supernatural
background is provided, as in the later Paradi se Regained, by
God, the angels, and the devils, whose actions and appearance are
largely described in terms invented by those of the gods in the
early part of the Iliad. Similarly, the battle between the angels
and the devils is modelled on that of the gods in Iliad, Bks.
XX-XXI, while the overthrow of Satan. is modelled on the overthrow
of Ares; and the climax in which the angels tear up mountains and
throw them on the devils (VI, 637) is adapted from the war of the
Titans against the Olympians in Hesiod's treatise on the gods,
the Theogon. It was, too, this last text which suggested the fall
of the devils for nine days (cp. Theogony, II, 722, ff.) Many
other parallels may be accumulated and classified into analogue
types.

Milton's God - a figure found 'unsatisfactory' by so many
modern critics - often does things not to be found in the Old
Testament but in Homeric and Virgilian epic, by Zeus and Jupiter
respectively. Thus he intervenes with his golden scales when
Satan who is approaching Eden is stopped by Gabriel with his
angelic squadron (P.L., Bk IV, 11.990, ff.). Similarly the scales
were used in the task of the creation, and in Olympian fashion his
God took an oath when deciding to create man and the earth -

So was his will
Pronounced among the Gods, and by an oath
That shook heaven's whole circumference,

confirmed.	 (P.L.II, 351, ff.)

This last use of 'Gods' is again an illustration of how Milton's
16

conception of the angels is in the mould of the classical pantheon.

SATAN

The character of Satan is one which has puzzled critics
from the time of William Blake who observed in The Marriage of
Heaven and Hell (1793) that

The reason Milton wrote in fetters when he wrote
of. Angels and God, and at liberty when of
Devils and Hell, is because he was a true Poet
and of the Devil's party without knowing it.

16.	 Similarly it is possible to gather up a number of actual
echoes of Prometheum Yinctu8 by Aeschylus in the various
formal acts of Satan's.
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It is not easy to counter convincingly this argument
as briefly as Addison cP'..d in his Soectator remark that one should
not look for a hero in the poem, but that if one must, then it is
the Messiah. A more acceptable answer is that Paradi:se Losf, is
an epic in the same sense as the Old Testament Pentateuch is with
its series o . 7 heroes, Noah, Abraham and Moses. So Milton's poem
changes its :ocus from Satan through Man to the Messiah. Yet the
theme is oveTall, Man'sfirst disobedience, and its sequel, the
pressures that would assail the individual soul before it should
stand, heroically or otherwise, but alone before God's face to
receive final judgement. This would indeed be 'doctrinal and
exemplary to a nation' -

Sad task, yet argument
Not Less but more Heroic than the wrauth
Of sIern Achilles on his Foe pursu'd
Thri:e fugitive about Troy Wall; or rage
Of Tarnus for Lavinia disespoused,
Or Neptune's ire or Juno's that so long
Perplexed the Greek and Cytherea's Son; (IX, 11.13 ff.)

His argument is that the wars of Homer and Virgil are not
truly heroic, and he would do more than show 'Valour' as heroic
virtue (P.I.., XI,1.686)or man-slaughter as 'the greatest. pitch Of
human glorie' (11. 689-90). Father is his concern with the
personal classical epic hero, as in the account (P.L., XI, 11.244,
ff,)of Michael coming down to expel. Adam and Eve from Paradise,l
 full uniform with 'a military vest of purple' , prepared by

the goddess of the rainbow -

Iris has dipt the woof.

When Raphael 'flies down to warn Adam of the tempter's visit, he has
the ususal Iiblical six wings, but two are on his feet like the
Green messenger god, Hermes, with whom he is then compared

Like Maia's son he stood (V, 285).

LIKE CLASSICAL DEITIES

Whereas in the earlier parts of the Old Testament and
occasionally in the gospels, angels are sent to intervene in
human affairs, Christian epic writers, and those of the
Renaissance in particular, make angels act as intermediaries between
God and man, hut their acts here, as well as their person are so
formally presented as to make them similar to or	 actually to the
lesser deities of the Graeco-Roman pantheon. Thus the architect
of Pandemonium ('the abode of all the devils') in Paradise Lost is

17.	 Compare the use of 'purple' in Roman associations of the
Emperors.
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the smith-god, Vulcan, while in Paradise Regained (II, 149f.)
Belial is identified with the various deities in the Greek myths
who in disguise seduce women. Then, too, the debate of the
devils, (P.L. II) and in fact the whole character of Satan may
be seen to owe less to the demonology accounts of medieval
homiletic writings, or Dante's Inferno, for example - than to
the debates of the Gods in so many classical epics, and, in
particular, to the heroism of the ordinary man, one having
something of the early Christian virtue of patience,and stoicism
and moral truth. As Maurice Bowra observed in two probing
passages,

Paradise Lost, is a transcendental
dramatization of the. Puritan spirit. Milton
transposes to a vast stage, to the whole of
space and the whole of time, the qualities,
the conflicts and the ideals which stirred
him in the high hopes of the Commonwealth
and in the disullisionment of the Restoration
(From Virgil to Milton, p.16)

and, later,

By finding his subject in the Bible he had
to make the machinery of epic conform to
a spirit and to a tradition far removed
from Virgil - he made the epic theological
... he indicates that he had his own idea of a
heroic poem, but he does not say what it is; he
leaves us to find out from the story. It is,
however, clear that the qualities which he thinks
heroic are not those which win power and
glory but are those which concern the relations
of man to God and are good in the ethical
sense (op.cit. pp. 196-198).

ADAM'S DILEMMA

The critics who focus on Satan as hero fail to see the
dilemma of Adam who is Milton's central figure and, in the
literary sense, hero or protagonist. Those who would read the
Aeneid as Dido's poem make the same type of mistake,confusing
emotion and rebellion or defiance of divine intent with Virgil's
poetic endorsement of the new virtus (or heroic obedience) and
pietas (due respect for tradition, the pristine qualities and for
the cosmic plan for his world). Aeneas is central to the epic
named for him, obliged to thrust away Dido who is temptation
and denial of his duty - he is called pius for the first time
when he has put Dido aside - and obligated to fight Turnus, a
foeman who would prevent his great destiny of founding the
Roman state.
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Ir a similar fashion to Aeneas, Adam succumbs to great
sin, despite being 'the goodliest man of men since born/His Sons'
(IV, 11.323-4).11e has been g .ven two loyalties, to his God and
to his wdfe, and so, unlike Aeneas, has obligations in two
directions, both stressed in his first speech. Equally clearly
put is the notion that he may lose reasonable control of himself,
as he tells Raphael.

All higher knowledge in her presence falls
Degraded, Wisdom in discourse with her
Looses discount'nanc't, and like folly showes.

(P.L., VIII, 11.551-553)

In due course Adam like Aeneas, will allow passion to
sway his judgement, making the wrong choice and in so doing
will break the harmony of their existence and also disobey God.

Again and again in the development of his story Milton
makes use of classical material. Thus Satan is initially
likened to Giants 'that warred on Jove ', (1,1.198) or Typhon
(1.199), a hundred-headed monster, who,when trying to seize
sovereignty over gods and men, was killed by Zeus with a
thunderbolt. Eve is continually likened to figures from Greek
and Roman legend, Pandora, :lino when Jupiter smiles on her , or to
Elora when Zephyrus breathes on her. One of the more sensuous
of these classical comparisons is that in Book IX -

To Pales, or Pomona, thus adornd,
Likest she seemd, Pomona when she fled
Vertumnus, or to Ceres in her Prime,
Yet Virgin of Prosperina from Jove. 	 (II. 11,393-396)

The specific result of this rich style is an underscoring
of Adam's natural dignity:

More solemn. than the tedious pomp that waits
On Princes, when this rich Retinue long
Of horses led, and Grooms hesmeard with Gold
Dazles the croud, end sets them all agape.

(V, II. 11.354-)57)

Mien Adam and Eve axe expelled, after initial recrimination
(IX, 11. 1122, ff.) Adam, after contemplating suicide (X.11.775-778),
achieves finally a new sense of what of worth is left to them both:

But rise, let us no more contend, nor blame
Ea:h other, blam'd enough elsewhere, but strive
To offices of Love, how we may light'n
Ea:h others burden in our share of woe.(X,11.958-961)
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His acceptance of his fate is in deliberate artistic contrast
with Satan's defiance, and it echoes he similarity of the

i1
contrast between 'Aeneas and Turnus'	 in the latter part of the
Aeneid.

As Bowra points out (op.cit., pp.204ff.), there is much
in the account of Adam's sin and his final reconciliation with
God and understanding of His purposes which recalls Sophocles.

The (original) perfect harmony is broken, and
in showing how this happens Milton follows
a scheme that recalls Greek tragedy.
Milton uses the ancient device of the Warner
in Raphael, and treatsAdam's fault in the Greek
manner as the excess of what is in moderation a
virtue,(pp.204-205)

Eve's fall is not the fall of Adam, but the latter feels that he
cannot live without her (IX, I, 908), and since when

Reason in man obscur'd, or not obeyd,
Immediately inordinate desires
And upstart Passions catch the Government
From Reason, and to servitude reduce
Man till then free (XII, II 86-90) -

like Greek heroes stricken by some disaster, Adam and Eve contemplate
death for a time.

EXPULSION OF ADAM AND EVE

Their resolve to live in humility before God is equally
in the style of Greek tragedy, as Bowra stresses:

Despite the Christian setting Milton continues his
crisis in the Greek spirit	 Just as Sophocles makes
his tragic events teaching in different ways this lesson
and find in it their solution, so Milton ends his
tragic presentation of Adam and Eve by making
them offer prayers of sorrow and humility and
find an end to their present misery, and a hope of a new,
different life.	 (p.208)

The Greek tragedians seldom take their tragic Story beyond
such a point, but in the vast frame of his epic Milton shows
what this recovery means and what good comes of it for mankind.
Though God's plan for Eden has failed, yet out of this
failure He will create something good, and with this Milton
is earnestly concerned. 	 (Bowra, p,209)

18.	 Bowra's remarks about Turnus are particularly relevant
(See pp.55, ff. loc.cit.)
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Thus it is h=lt the last two books are concerned with the nobility
required of man in a fallen world far from its original harmony
with God:

so shall the World goe on,
r;:o good malignant, to bad men benigne

(XII, 11.537-538).

This new goodness, humility and pity for others - the quality
is stressed in Adam's feelings for Eve after the Fall (X, 11.1013ff),
this new pesonal heroism in daily life has many Classical
antecedents - as well as the social necessity of the poet's
own political circumstances after the Restoration - the balance
ordained in Sophoclean tragedy; the quiet ordered life which
Virgil shows to be so much the better way for Aeneas after the fall
of Troy, the wrack of the sea, and emotional tumult of his time at
Carthage with Dido; the personal stoicism of the early Christian
church, most easily understood from Seneca's letters (the EpituZue
Morales); and the redefinition of old time martial virtus which the

makes clear to any careful reader.

MILTON'S FOCUS

Milton's God is no more the central figure of Paradi s e
,,r3/:: than Venus is as the hero's mother in the Aenel.d. The essential

focus is on the hero (Virgil i svirum) in the world of action and
suffering,and the apparent artistic building up of Satan is merely
on awful warning of the perils of defiance of divine ordinance.
The character may, superficially, owe something to the apparent
'good' of the revolt of the classical Prometheus. As Bowra stresses
(op.ci., yp.215ff), Milton was not stirred as a poet by
'conceptions of Godhead', presenting the Father first as a symbol
of order, law and justice, whose omniscience is to be compatible
with AdaTICE, Christ's and every man's freewill, and then, as One
to be served freely, with 'right Reason (XII, I 84). God's love
for man an6 his assurance that Man will be saved ultimately are
made very clear in Book III, especially in the Son's speech offering
to give Himself in atonement for Man's sin (III, II 410-411). The
schematic ordering of the metaphysical background is much clearer
than it is in classical epic.

Against God who stands for order, wisdom
and love, Milton sets Satan who stands
for disorder, passion. and hatred.
(Bowra, p.220)

While in the first third of the epic Satan 'almost cuts a heroic
figure in the high style of the epic', his deception of Uriel is
in the manner of the trickster Odysseus, as he takes on the form
of toad and then of serpent. Our difficulties with his character
are not he. ped by reading the text as though all words meant what
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they do today. The damning of phrases like 'Arch-Angel ruined'
(1.1593) (i .e. ravaged and totally collapsed) is all too of tin
missed, or prayers like 'Evil be thou my Good' (IV, 1.110)
are ignored by the reader as much as are lago's self-condemning
soliloquies.

The most convincing literary argument about the plausibility
of the character of Satan is that he is attractive to readers
precisely because he is the old type of hero, a leader in war
and resistant to inevitable defeat, eloquent and seemingly
supportive of his men. Inevitably perhaps, one is reminded
of another Christian epic poem which also exposes to scrutiny
a leader, Beorhtnoth, in the late Old English chronicle poem,
The Battle of Naldon. As J.R.R. Tolkien observed:

... this 'heroic spirit' ... is of an alloy
of personal name ... this element of
pride, in the form of desire for honour
tends to grow. Beorhtnoth - was
responsible for all the men under him,
honour was in itself a motive, and he
sought it at the risk of placing ... all
the men in a	 heroic situation,
which they could redeem only by death.
Magnificent perhaps, but certainly wrong.
Too foolish to be heroic.(pp.14-15,
'The Homecoming of Beorhtnoth, Beorhthelm's
Son', Essays and Studies (N.S.), VI (1953))

Beorhtnoth's crime, defined in the poem (11.89-90) is ofermjd,
a word meaning 'excessive false pride' and used in Old English
poetry only twice, once here of the aldorman, and once of Lucifer
in Genesis. It is helpful to know that the English temper has
produced two later illustrations of the consequences of Satan's
pride, the poem by a late tenth century poet and Milton's
Paradise Lost. Indeed, the link gains even more point when we
discover that it is highly likely that Milton was familiar with
the Old English Genesis where ofermOd is also used, this time of
the arrogant pride of Lucifer.

The further reading of Paradise Lost reveals that Satan
is not put against the Father but rather against Abdiel who is
what Satan ought to be, alone of Satan's entourage rebutting his
claims and standing firm against Satan.

Among the faithless, faithful only hee;
Among innumerable false, unmov'd,
Unshak i n, unseduced, unterrified (V, II. 894-896).

19.	 With its close parallel to the devilish prayer soliloquies
of Iago's in Shakespeare's Othello, at the end of Act I,
Scene 1 and Act II, Scene 3.
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Abdiel it is who exercises his reason and refuses to succomb
to emotion and threat but rather returns to God, whose service
is based on i_ove and the Prayerbook's 'perfect freedom'.

*************

WALTER RALEIGH ON MILTON'S STYLE

In _900 Sir Walter Raleigh, an earlier Merton professor
of English than Ni kein, wrote of Milton's style in Chapters V and
VT of hi-, 7' . (p2. -	 Two points which he makes are important cor

the study of Furadise Lost. The first is the complex semantics of
words of Latin origin.

Words borrowed from the Latin always change
their usage and value in English air. To the
ordinary intelligence they convey one
meaning; to a scholar's memory they suggest also
anotaer. It became the habit of Milton
to make use of both values, to assess his words
in b p th capacities .. such as
puticual - 'this opaccus Earth, this
punctual spot'; sagacious - 'sagacious
of his quarry from so far'; explode - 'the
applause they meant turned to exploding
hiss'.	 (p.127)

Raleigh notes that when

Hell saw 'Heaven ruining from Heaven'
the original and derivative senses of ...
"ruin" are united in the conception. (p.128)

It is thus readily understood that Milton's text needs considerable
glossing , a task performed admirably by A.W. Verity for the various
pairs of books of Paradise Lost through Cbridge University
Press, from his first edition of I and II in 1893.

NAMES AND NOJNS

The second feature which Raleigh stresses is Milton's
use of onomastics or proper names, and, we might add, lists of
nouns indicat:_ng kinds, the famed 'epic. catalogues':

20. This text is reproduced with some cutting, as 'The
Style of Milton', pp.114-142, in James Thorpe (ed.),
1,ii7*-on Criticism: Selections from Four Centuries
(195] etc), to which the references here are made.

21. The 1952 edition of this has a 13 page glossary, in
addition to 66 pages of notes, considerable parts of which
are concerned with particular nuances of meaning, i.e.
earlier and special semantic values.
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History, not philosophy, was the source
that he drew on for his splendours; and
history according to Milton, had, since the
Fall of Man, furnished nothing but fainter
and weaker repetitions of those stupendous
events which filled the early theatre of universal
space.

His epic catalogues, which are few in
number, show the same predominant
interest in history and geography ... he
spends little time on ... detail 	 The
mere mention, on the other hand, of historic and
geographic names rouses all the poet in him
The splendid roll-call of the devils, in the
First Book of Paradise Lost, and the only
less splendid enumeration in the Eleventh
Book, of the Kingdoms of the Earth, shown to
Adam in vision, are a standing testimony to
his powers.	 (p.141)

Alike classical is the form of syntax, heavily paratactic, with its
major stress on nouns, verbs and adjectives, with many prepositions
in lieu of the case endings in Greek and Latin, of the style which,
he is emulating continually.

****************

JOHN DRYDEN

While Milton wrote his epics in the 1660's, he was very
much the Renaissance epic poet, although he also knew and had
assimilated all three Greek tragedians.John Dryden (1631-1700) both
knew classical literature familiarly and held it dear, translating
from Greek and Latin with a purity which is rare today works by
Theocritus, Lucretius, Horace, Ovid, Persius and Virgil. Yet his
temper was that of the 'Happy Man', excessively Epicurean, so
detached that he was in no sense sympathetic to the Virgil of the
Aeneid and concerned in his introduction to his translation of
Virgil's Georgics to invest leisure with a religious dimension.
As Dominique Secretan stresses in his booklet Classicism (1973).

Dryden was ... the elegant translator .,. the
magnificent satirist ... classicism was
for him but a temptation	 (he was possessed of)
a deep-seated need for order, love of
the ancients ,.. a large stock of mythological
and pagan relics, rationality and much
elegance. ... (pp.49-50)

His real use of his classical scholarship was in satire where he
produced Absalom and Achif;ophel (1681-1682),Macnecknoe (1682), and
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what has been called 'the best English version of Juvenal' in
1693.

***************

ANCIENTS v. MODERNS

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries there was a
very famous and much drawn-out dispute about taste which agitated
not only the world of literature but also those of science, philosophy
religion, tae fine arts and scholarship. It has many facets, but it
was essentially one between tradition and modernism, authority
(i.e. conservatism) and change or 'originality'. Its modern social
manifestation is the now tragically hardening reaction to and
challenging of reform, progression of ideas and to personal and state
concern for those disadvantaged (who had been cared for long ago
under the mediaeval church). It grew up, perhaps inevitably as a
direct consequence of the renaissance and reformation and polarised
after the rase of the unfortunate linking of rank, privilege, a
classical education and resistance to political, farming and social
reform as well as to 'romanticism' in any form. Our concern is with
its manifestation in letters in England, a controversy that was but
a pale imitation of that waged in France. As the Oxford English
Dictionar2! hakes abundantly clear, things romantic were for long
disparaged as being 'Gothic'.

The various attacks of the moderns were concentrated in
four areas Lnd may be tabulated:

1. The ancients were pagans; we are Christians.
Therefore our poetry is inspired by nobler emotions
and deals with nobler subjects. Therefore it is
better poetry.

2	 Human knowledge Is constantly advancing. We live in
a later age than the Greeks of Pericles day. or
the Romans of the time of Augustus. Therefore
anythingwewrite, or make, is better than the
things written or made by the ancient Greeks and
Romans.

3. Nature does not change. Therefore the works of men
are as good today as they were in classical times.

4. Contemporary art is valid as it comes from our
society, which the classics do not. Furthermore
they were badly written and are essentially illogical.

**************
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MOCK HEROIC

A consequence of all these attitudes was the rise of the
mock-heroic mode, which is linked to both parody and to high
burlesque, while a travesty or low burlesque takes a lofty theme
and treats it in trivial terms, as in the Greek, Battle of the
Frogs (1(1	 a work which travesties Homer. Parody had also
existed in the ancient world, as with the Sceptic and Cynic philosophers
who used to parody the greatest lines of Homer, and so denigrate
both tradition generally and also various widely sanctioned literary
conventions.

Epic parody began again in the Renaissance once men became
thoroughly familiar with the Aeneid. Tassoni (1565-1635) both
attacked the classics in his Wscellaneous Thoughts which included
the 'Battle of the Books', and produced the celebrated epic parody,
The Ravished Bucket (La secchia rapita), a mock-heroic poem about a
war which. broke out in the thirteenth century, and which was actually
caused by the theft of a bucket belonging to a citizen of Bologna.
The work was copied by Boileau in his The Lectern, and then, through
him, by Pope in The Rape of the Lock. Specific book battles occurred
in Francois de Cralliere's, Poetic History of the War lately declared
between the Ancients and the Moderns (1688) and Jonathan Swift's
The Battle of the Books (1704).

DRYDEN'S MOCK HEROICS

Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel and MacFlecknoe are mock
epics, with identifiable contemporaries as their characters and mock
heroes. The mocking of public figures is known to Roman satire, but
usually only in short bursts, with the exception of Juvenal's
'Fourth Satire', in which Domitian holds council on a trivial
issue, and the event is related in epic use. Dryden admitted his
debt to Tassoni's The Ravished Bucket, and he had already
attempted some years earlier to turn Milton's Paradise Lost into
an opera. Tbr-re is a most helpful essay by Ian Jack 'Mock-Heroic:
MacFlecknoe, which makes the point that 'the fundamental impulse
behind MacFlecknoe is that of the lampooner'(p.425), yet he soon
qualified this:

'... the most helpful classification of the
poem, as well as the most familiar, is
that of mock-heroic. Faced with the
task of making Shadwell ridiculous Dryden
chose as his. method the ironic politeness
of the mock-epic.'	 (p.426)

22. In Augustan Satire ... 1660-1750 (1952, 1957), reprinted
pp.425-434 in William R. Keast (ed.), Seventeenth Century
English Poetry (1962), to which reference is made.
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Dr. Jack stows how fully familiar Dryden was with the use of heroic
style for panegyric and how he could parody it:

The style of many passages in MacFlecknoe is
identical with the polished heroic idiom of
4bsalorn and Achitcphel. The joke that makes
it 'a poem exquisitely satirical' (Dr. Johnson's
phrase) consists in using this style, which was
soon to provide a perfect medium for a poem about
the King and weigl-ty matters of State,
to describe Shadwell and his insignificant affairs.
Nor is Shadwell so insignificant before Dryden
gets to work: it is the elevated style that makes
him so, A small man is not in himself a
ridiculous object: he becomes ridiculous when
he is dressed up in a suit of armour designed
for a hero'.	 (p.L27)

The success of Dryden's poem is achieved because of the
discrepancy between solemn style and the ludicrous matter of a
successor to Flecknoe as a 'flayle of Sense' (1.89). The solemn
praise of

The rest to some faint meaning make pretence,
But Shadwell never deviates into sense (11.19-20)

achieves its own effect by being uttered as an encomium. Another
device noted particularly by	 Jack is the use of the dignified
formal account ( the figure.descriptic) of various times and places,
usually of Low life - as in the 'brothel houses', haunts of 'the
suburbian Muse'. Dryden had observed that Virgil in the fourth book
of the Ceorcies was able to raise his subject's tone by lofty diction,
or ennoble various aspects of farm life, such as the cultivation of
bees, so Dryden described small men as though they were giants

'23
comparing Flecknoe to Augustus and Shadwell to Arion, Ascanius,
Hannibal and Romulus. The nock-heroic mode here is very close
to satire, and Jack is able to distinguish parts as 'raillery',
'irony' and attack, as well as the mock-heroic which the style
makes of the poem.

This poem well illustrates the point made by Barnet, Berman
and Burto (p.12) in their handbook, A Dictionary of Literary Terms
(1960) that

a mock-epic or mock heroic ... (is) the reverse
of a travesty for it treats a trivial theme in a
lofty style. It ,.. does not mock the epic,

23.	 The son of Aeneas. Jack even argues (p.433) that in parts
of the poem 'there is an element of imaginative fantasy
surpassed in The Rape of the Lock but lacking in many
parts of the Duncad.)
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but mocks low or trivial activities by treating
them in the elevated style of the epic. A comic
effect results from the disparity between
low subject and lofty treatment.

The original loved epics are not ridiculed, but rather is the
concern to amuse the reader by the allusions, and by the contrast
between the original passage or type of context and that to which it
is now applied. In similar ludicrous vein Thomas Parnell in 1717
was to rewrite as a contemporary satire the Homeric Battle of the
Frogs and I'Zce, and Pope to produce The Rape of the Lock. The
manner could even be extended to other genres, as Thomas Gray
would show in his lyric Ode on a Favourite Cat, or Fielding in
his drama, Tom Thumb.

EPICS IN TRANSLATION

It is a matter of some interest , and perhaps a mark of
respect, as well as of the difficulty of the task,that while
translations of the classics were made, none of the leading
poets attempted an epic. John Milton had rejected Cowley's heroic
couplets as unfit for the grand style, but Dryden's Aeneid and
Pope's Iliad are in heroic couplets the same metre as that of.
Absalom and Achitophel. As Paul Merchant observes of it

The couplet is a fine medium for satire
but tends to interrupt the flow of the epics
and gives them a sententious quality that is
almost entirely foreign to them, (The Epic)
(1971), p.61.

ALEXANDER POPE

Although Alexander Pope (1688-1744) produced his longer
epic material after The Rape of the Lock (1712; expanded 1714), it
is convenient to look briefly at his translations of Homer - the
Iliad (1715-20), and The Odyssey (1725-1726). The first is a
sensitive and appreciative version which mentions in its preface
Le Bossu, a critic who saw the purpose of the epic, as social and
didactic. Any close analysis of Pope's text reveals that he is
happiest with the generalizing and elevating style of narration,
what he called in the postcript to his Odyssey

'the highest	 from whom the greatest
models of the sublime are derived.'

His methods in handling the Odyssey are discussed very meaningfully
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by George Lord
24
 who notes in particular, as distinct from Chapman's

closeness to homer:

the striking moral symbolism and metaphysical
wit (p.192);
the use of the couplet as the base sense-unit (p.195);
the limitation of alliteration (p.195);
the very strong pattern of internal rhyme (p.196);
the distancing of emotion (p.196);
an underscoring of the reflective and a
tendency to the impersonal (p.197);
a stressing of general human nature and
a distancing from the fictive (p.198);
i.nfelicitious intrusion of Latinate and poetic
diction in simple characters (pp.201-203);
Pope's skill with sophisticated and ironic
bitterness (p,204);
a tendency to elevate the poem above ordinary
experience, eliminating 'wtever is accidental,
local, individual or mean', (p.207), so
making the characters all speak alike;

and
	 much more at ease and more felicitious

than Chapman in trarslating more formal
or elevated speeches;

and generally, a concept of tte world as less a place of individual
experiences than as a field to be illuminated by general dicta,
universal truth and 'the permanent relations of human beings'.

Pope's short mock-heroic, The Rape of the Lock had as its
formal concern the making ridiculous of a foolish squabble (which
had arisen because of the snipping of a lock of hair from the head
of one Miss Arabella Fermor) :.1-1c1 so reconciling the parties estranged
by the fancied insult. At another level it was a social satire and
a probing exploration of the ambigious nature of the customs, values
and meaning of high fashion and civilized sexual mores. Its mix of
comedy and gravity riot only oyes much to Roman satire, but is also
epic in its presentation of a civilization whose greatest culture
and quality are already in the past. its cantos (for the books
of earlier epic), language anc formal plot indicate that the
theme is a profoundly serious one, the external war between the
sexes, no whit less serious for the many personal truces which
are called marriages.

24. Especially in chaptcr. V, 'Style as Interpretation:
Chapman's 0-ijsel/ ard Pope's, being pp. 189-218 of his
:1011CPIC Ren(zissance: The Odo[3e!' of George Chapman (1956).
Pope only did twelve of the twenty-four books. See Lord
(o-).oit.), p.215.

25. Thus the shepherds and beggars affect 'a forensic style'
(Lord, 1).210).
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There are the usual devices of: the appeal to the muse
to explain the war or 'assault i ;a dream with its dimensions of
dramatic warning which the reader at least will heed; the famed heroic
concept of honour (here used of a woman's good name, and so
irresistibly associated with what Fama could and did do to Dido);
Ariel and the Sylphs, superhuman guardians of the heroine; the
'arming of the hero' - in this case the young woman preparing for
combat, in the lists of society 'to the Destruction of Mankind';
the card-game at Hampton Court which is pr2gented as a raging war;
the traditional diplomatic ritual feasting	 of epic, now in the
form of the taking of tea . the journey to the underworld; the lament
of Belinda over her loss;

27
 the voice of the peace-maker, Clarissa

(modelled on Sarpedon and his speech in the Iliad); and the Finale
with the metamorphosis of the lock into a star. This last event has
several literary ancestors: the transposition of the soul of Julius
Caesar in Ovid; of a lock, Coma Berenices, in Callimachus; and
also in the Latin version of the same poem by Catullus.

While Pope's poem is an appeal for reason and for a
gracious and courteous dialogue between men and women, at the
same time it mocks the greed, lasciviousness and sexual agression
of the male, lusting to violate the famale and to achieve this
objective - not the lock at all - by 'force' or 'fraud'. This is
a twisting of the epic material so that the passion, decadence and
sensuality of the contemporary society is revealed; and that is
equally disastrous there for a woman to 'stain' her Honour, or her
new Brocade'; or that she will mix Bibles with Billet-Doux; and have
Toyshops in the place of hearts; - is no less contemptuous of men
than of women since the Baron 'sought not more than on his foe to
die' (where 'die' is used in the colloquial sense of to consumate
the sexual art).

It is well suggested by Paul Merchant (op.cit., p.64), that
the mood of The Rape of fhe Lock, 'is not in fact Augustan at all,
but Alexandrian'. Certainly the imaginative use of epic material
to record not the glory of a civilization as is normal in secondary
epic, but its decadence and withering is much more akin to the
emotionalism of late Hellenism, and various details of raging
emotion in Belinda must, perforce, remind one of portions of the
late plays from Euripides, or the equivalfft feminine moods of
emotion, encapsulated in Ovid's Heroides.	 The same mood of the

26. Feasting with overtones of arranged marriage occurs
in the Aeneid, Bk. I, and in the Odyssey, Bk. VIII.

27. The references to China, flawed vessels and the like are
based on the contemporary euphemism for loss of
virginity (alsousedby Wycherley in The Country Wife.)

28. The mode of lament of a deserted woman to her lover, is
specifically copied by Pope in his 'Epistle of Eloise'.
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the decadence of man is to found in Pope's last major poem, the
es craoi.a. of 1742 (which became book IV of the revised Dunciad
in 1743), a work which, for all its fierce humour, is both profound
and gloomy. In a sense it was the firing of almost the last salvo
in the old Battle of the Books. Yet its point, that scholarship
without broad humanity is repellent, is one which still holds good.

FIELDING AND THE EPIC NOVEL

While many early critics
29 

saw the career of Henry
Fielding as the consequence of: his attempts at drama; or as an
expansion of his views on moralism (so Sir Walter Scott in his Life),
or his position as a writer of the baroque era, setting up the types
of tensions between ardent passion and firm, cool control, like Bach
in music, Corneille in tragedy, Moliere in comedy, or Gibbon in prose
history, more modern criticism has placed his Tom Jones (1749)
somewhere between the Epic mode, and the Comic Sense of Life. It
may be linked with his two predecessors, Francois Fenelon's
Telemack7A (THmaque) (published 1699-1717), and Samuel Richardson's
Pamela (1740), by virtue of various strands of purpose, imitation,
emulation and the transmission of certain types of classical fiction.
The first was a combination. in a. continuous and new French prose
story of Greek and Latin epic, Greek romance, Greek tragedy and many
classical elements. Pamela for all its status as a 'psychological
novel' grows partly out of Greek romance and from Greek ideals of
education.

Fenelon was influential for both Richardson and Fielding,
but it may first be appropriate to consider his work on its own.
Although he may be seen as a writer - like Moliere, la Fontaine
and La Bruye're - moving away :rom the heroic to the human, and as
indicating in so doing the eclipse of the French 'grand style' - his
work has a considerable debt no classical literature. His
Telemachus is in form a prose romance, set against vaguely
classical backgrounds and decorated by: apparently classical names
and usages, with much Greek	 Greco-Oriental folk tale , as well
as more elevated Greek material; epic descriptions of storms,
battles, shipwrecks and the like, as well as tragic soliloquies and
reversal of fortune, rhetorical accounts ofprocessions, of works
of art, of landscapes and of crowds. F6nelon's actual story is
parallel to the Odzis,,3e:4, but 3ery much more fully detailed, being
concerned wnth the young prince's adventures in search of his
father. His many landfalls remind us of the experiences of both
Odysseus and of Aeneas, as well as the events of Dante's

The purpose of the work was educative, to assist his pupil

29.	 --;0e, for example, Frederick R. Karl in his 4 Reader's
r;u'Ic	 1,ne Deot3lo--)ment of 0-!e En(74i,sh Novc7,	 3th, 

CePturi	 (197'4,1975).	 Scott's Lives of 1-,1-le P:oveliss
( 1827) Ls consulted most easily in S:r T,/alter Si?ot,t On
JHcell,ss anl FL?tion, ed. loan Williams (1968).
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the Duke of Burgundy, the second heir to the throne of Louis XIV,
to a nobility of spirit. Like Odysseus in the Odyssey the hero is
accompanied by the goddess of wisdom, now disguised as the aged
Mentor who points out the moral of every lifestyle, public
act or the consequences of self-indulgence. Even more obviously
a 'mirror for magistrates', the work shows how many kings have
gone to Hades, as a result of their earthly selfishness and
neglect of the common people. Now Telemachus is described as
hot-tempered and proud, whereas his Homeric original was rather
quiet and simple (altogether more akin to James Joyce's version
in his modern Ulysses). As Gilbert Highet observes in The
Classical Tradition (1949):

'.., criticism of the book is that it belongs
to a false literary species: prose romance
crossed with epic hybridized with
instructional manual.' (p.339)

Its importance for us is that it was used as model by both
Richardson and Fielding.

SAMUEL RICHARDSON'S PAMELA

The epistolary novel Pamela (1740), might seen to owe
little to the classics, particularly in view of Pamela's simple
account of her experiences. Her creator knew something of the
classics having read Homer and Cicero in translation, and having
some awaHness of Virgil , Horace, Juvenal, Prudentius and other
writers.	 Much more important is the influence of Greek romance
through his reading of Fenelon's Telemachus and Sidney's
Arcadia. Pamela herself is discovered 'trying to read in the French
Telemachus' (Pamela, 3, letter 18), while the parson says he is
reading 'the French Telemachus' (Pamela, 2). The pattern of both
works is similar, as a young person is exposed to every temptation
but resists them all and so is rewarded with social success and the
affection of someone apparently far beyond their aspirations. While
the places of temptation differ, both are equally tested and each
book has a similar moral purpose. The content link with Sidney's
Arcadia comes through the 'modernized' version of 1725, Itch gives
the name 'Pamela' (that of the daughter of King Basilius), 	 while
two of its incidents are echoed in Clarissa Harlome and Sir Charles
Crandison. Almost certainly the name was used as a symbol of the
virtues, of royal sort, which imbued his heroine.

30. See E. Poetzsche, Samuel RLchardsons Belesenheit
(Kiel, 1908).

31. See S. L. Wolff, Creek Romances in Eli,7;abel;han Prose
Fiction (1912), p.463, note.
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FIELDING'S CLASSICISM

Fielding, a fluent Latinist and of competence in Greek,
after his early translating cf portions of Juvenal's sixth
satire (a relentless diatribe against women), and after having
some success in the theatre found his vocation through his parody
of Pamela e:titled Joseph Andrews (1742). Despite his lampooning
of Richardsen's methods,he used other authors as models, part of his
book coming from Homer's Odyssey, Scarron's Roman comlque, Le Sage's
GilB1a/2-Marivaux's Marianne and F6nelon's Telemaque, amongst
others.	 %11 the works embodied the notion: of a young man's
search for ais father; of his resisting temptation; and of some
necessary assistance from a spiritual adviser. Fielding's content
however, is less rambling than some have thought and has much of what
he was to call in 1752 'that Epic Regularity' (in The Covent Garden
, To7)rnal,No.24). Earlier in the Preface to his sister's David Simple
(1744), he had indicated that the model for Joseph Andrews was the
Odyssey, consisting

'of a series of se p arate adventures, detached from and
independent on eacl- other, yet all tending to one great end.'

In the text itself, Parson Adams, busy in analysis of the Iliad,
draws atten:ion (III, 2) to the correlation of structure and meaning,
asking

Ls it possible for the Mind of Man to
conceive an Idea of such perfect Unity,
and at the same time so replete with
Greatness? and here I must observe ...
that Agreement of his Action to his Subject:
for, as the Subject is Anger, how agreeable
is his Action, which is War from which
every Incident rises and to which every
:Episode immediately relates.'

The contrast: with this original model is manifest at many points, not
least in the statement that tle story deals largely with 'persons
of inferior rank, and consequently, of inferior manners.'

The theme of Joseph And.rcws is implicit in its structure,
the symbolic pilgrimage of its good men from the Great City 	 Parson
Adams' country parish, a quest to regain the rural paradise 	 lost
in London, cnd to retain one's geniality. The novel, like TON Jones,

32. See M.C. Battestin, The Moral Basis nf 17%; eidin3's Art ...
Jcseph Andrews (195)), pp.85, 118-119.

33. Cp. in Tom Jones, after Tom's expulsion from Allworthy's
hcme, named Paradise Hall, the hero has decided to leave
tLe country, and Fielding comments:

The world, as Milton phrases it, lay all before
him, and Jones, no more than Adam, had any
man to whom he might resort for comfort or
assistance. (VII,2)
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contains much disquisition on the novel form as an adaptation of a
classical mode, in fact, on prose epics. As Highet phrases it,

The only features in which they differed
from the Iliad and the Aencid were,
first,that they were in prose: second, that they
did not introduce the supernatural; and,
third,that instead of being heroic they were
funny (Gilbert Highet, The Classical
Tradition, 1949, 1951, p.342).

THE TOWN AND THE COUNTRY

As in Fielding's work,so generally in eighteenth ceihury
writing, the town and the country were contrasted continually.
This rhetorical antithesis, handled by Quintillian as a stock motif
to indicate the difference between greed and innocence, became a
commonplace, as in the remarks about life in Rome.as opposed to life
in the countryside. In Horace and Juvenal, the existence there is
scarcely that of the working farmer but rather that of the fortunate
resident. For Fielding the two zones tended to acquire values
symbolic of the extremes of worldly vanity and vice, and of true
virtue and contentment. Thus these areas, made the subjects of
satire in his plays and sketches, become the poles of a quest and
of flight in his novels. There the anecdote for the vices and
pressures of the town is the familiar classical ideal of rural
retirement with a loving wife.

The genre of the Fielding novel is complicated by the author's
use of classical material, such as parodies of heroic battles, Homeric
similes, and of the epic descriptions of the lapse of time. Their
mock battles, unheroic heroes, ignoble adventures, great aspirations
and ridiculous catastrophes may all be seen as parodies of epic.
Yet Joseph Andrei) began by being a parody, not of a classical
epic, but of a recent work of prose fiction. G. Highet (op.cit.)
qualifies similarly the genre of Tom Jones -

the mock-heroic episodes are less
important than the love-story and the
travel-adventures, chance meetings and
evasions and unexpected recognitions
which are not epic at all in quality, but
belong to another literary type. They are
the staff of romance. (p.343)

34. For a general survey of this, see Raymond William's survey.
Thy Country and the City (1973), a work covering the period
in English letters from the Renaissance pastoral to modern
times.
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SOCIAL COMDY AND 'DIGNIFIED PICARESQUE'

By the time of 1_17()m •Jones 'Fielding's 'epic' prose has
also another important aspect

w-j_th Tom Jones we find Fielding
establishing finally his conception of
Homeric epic o5 5history transformed into
social comedy,

The peculiar geniality and good-humour also deny the book its 'epic'
status, even as by te reshaping of narrative character, plot,
theme and l_anguage, - Fielding may be held to have turned prose
fiction away from romance. This end of an era for English prose
may be found at many points in Tom Jones, as in the opening
account of The heroine in Book IV of Tom Jones:

Short flint of ghat We Can. Do in the
Sublime, and a Description of Miss Sophia
olestern.

Hushed be every ruder breath. May the
heathen ruler of the winds confine in iron
chains the boisterous limbs of noisy
Boreas, and the sharp-pointed nose of bitter-

Eurus.

His further JSO of language in his reference to the birthday when

the blooming maid, in loose attire, gently trips
it, over the verdant mead

is both witty and possessed of mock solemnity.

A similar nock-heroic description had been given in chapter II of
Joseph Andpe„)s to introduce that hero, and again in chapter VII
there had been a like mocking of Virgilian simile in the
concluding paragraph, beginning 'As when a hungry tigress .

In both novels Fielding thus 'miniaturises' man, yet allows
him choices which assist both his identity and his sense of himself.
Thus morall.sm becomes an element in constant conflict with the
mock-heroic verbal displays and is present alongside the 'dignified
picaresque' . His 'comic epic-poem  in prose', Tom Jones, rejects
solemnity and stresses humanizing rather than heroic values, moving

35. :r. R. Karl, The Development; of the English Novel in the
c:gtveen/-h r?eYiLuTt ,!1 (1975), p.146.

36. F]eLding's early us? of classical rhetoric is discussed
by Brian Vickers in his Class ical Rhe toric 1:n English
Poery (1970), p.56.
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away from an aristocratic conception of society's needs or ideals
towards the needs and wants of an ordinary human being who
fails to meet successfully nearly all of the trials set for him.
Instead of holding himself in strict control, waiting for the
climatic moment of destiny, his hero, Tom, refuses to see evil as
a force incarnate in his foes, and comports himself as if all men
were basically good. This is consonant with his creator's
invocation to Genius:

Do thou kindly take me by the hand,
and lead me through all the mazes
and winding labyrinths of Nature ...
Teach me to know mankind better than they
know themselves.

***************

'INCLUDING HISTORY'

By the time Fielding had finished his work, epic had
virtually ceased to have its traditional 'classical' meaning in
English letters. As Paul Merchant observes, when epic was
thought of in the eighteenth century it was seen as both

'a work of art surpassing the dimensions,
of realism' and 'a poem including history'
(The Epic, (1971), p.71).

He himself sees Fielding's novels as epic 'in the sense of being
expansive rambling works surpassing the dimensions of realism',
hero-focused and picaresque. Laurence Sterne's Tristam Shandy
(1759-1767) he defines as

a mad masterpiece, which expresses,
better than any other early novel, the
other aspect of epic, that it 'includes
history' .. (embracing) so much that it
hardly finds space for its hero. The
opposite of the picaresque novel, which
has the hero as its sole unifying factor,
Sterne's work is based on the good
Homeric principle of the digression. (ibid.)

**************

SEQUEL

Sterne's discursive work may be seen as the last mayor
'epic' in eighteenth century English letters. In a very real sense
England did not produce other prose epics, although the title is
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claimed loosely for many other diffuse fictions. The later Cubism
process of viewing the same series of events from a number of
angles giv2s the shape to Lawrence Durrell's Alexandria Quartet,
while James Jo yce's Ulysses may be held to be the supreme example
of the digressive, kaleidoscopic method. Epic theatre is a special
movement ih which content comes before form , and truth before
illusion. Herman Melville's MOhy Dick is an epic novel which
'includes 'listory', while Tolstoy's War and Peace is set against
the background of a whole civilization. Many other European
novels have been regarded as 'epic' because of the scale on
which their psychological studies are made.

THE LAST E?IC POETRY IN ENGLISH

The epic ideal, so central to Renaissance literature,
combined the tradition of the Virgilian epic with a variety of
mediaeval materials which, necessarily, redefined the old. As
Robert Durling puts it:

The men of the Renaissance tended to argue
that epic and tragedy were the "highest"
literary kinds, although they often disagreed
.. as to what they meant by the term epic poetry,
or, as yry more commonly called it, heroic
poetry.

He goes on to note the bewildering variety of kinds thought of as
in some seise epic - versified chronicle, chivalric, biblical,
hagiographical, mythological, geographical, and so on, but
stresses the attempt to make a total interpretation of
experience, and in particular, of history, and concludes - of
Ariosto, Tasso, Spenser and Milton that

each of them taken on a role as interpreter of
t.e European heritage that is. similar to
tae role taken by Virgil himself in the
Aeneid (ibid) •

Pzradise Lost, like the other Renaissance Virgilian
epics, reflects a profound crisis in European unity and, in
particular, of the concept of the Church as a universal institution.
It is par excellence the poem of Protestant individualism, as well
as being closely related to the failure of the Commonwealth and to
the political despair which Milton felt under the Restoration.

37.	 Ic his essay 'The Epic Ideal' (p.105) of The Old World:
Discovery and Rebirth, (1974) ed. D. Daiches and
A. Thorlby.
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In it Milton strove for a rationalistic vision of the coherence
of the Universe, while confronted with the most profoundly
irrational element of Christianity: God's will as ultimate
sanction. By its inclusion of psychological realism Paradise
Lost; reveals the breaking down of traditional mediaeval concepts.

We may conclude with Durning's epilogue (op.cit., p.140):

After Milton, traditional epic is dead, with the
exception of mock epic, which sings its
demise. In the Romantic period, new experiences
of self-hood and new kinds of awareness of
the concrete social realities of history will
require new forms for the effort to relate the
individual to the totality. The dominant
form will be the novel.

---oo0oo---
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